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Two critical Australian cases have exposed the racket

Summary: 
The elite are draining Australia's wealth and the people's freedoms. They do it by using well paid
functionaries. These lackeys or stooges could very easily be considered traitors when you realise
how much damage they have caused to our people and country. The dual citizenship debacle and
CBA bank crises are an opportunity for reform.
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The functionaries have lost their clothes

The Emperors of Australian politics and finance have no clothes. We can now very clearly see what is
going on.

The elite are running the show .... and the show is all about taking as much of our wealth as possible.
The trick to this modern form of wage slavery is maintaining a facade that we are free people living
in a democracy.
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Two crises bring us a great opportunity to push for reform in Australia.

1. The dual citizenship stir which puts the careers and finances of several politicians at
risk.

2. The Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA)
money laundering and terrorism funding scandal.

Our pollies and the bankers at CBA are not the elite. They are mere functionaries serving the elite.
The other servants of critical importance to the elite are the judiciary and law enforcement.

The system must be challenged by people of good will and determination.

1. The politicians who have ignored the Australian Constitution must be punished. The High Court of
Australia has absolutely no wriggle room on this. The intent of Section 44 is crystal clear. The people
will not cop any excuses or legal mumbo jumbo.

2. The CBA CEO and board must be fined and jailed. Serious laws have been broken. There are no
excuses. If the Government, police and courts do not take appropriate action the dirty, corrupt
system is exposed for all to see.

Separate treatment under Australian & International law for functionaries of the elite is no longer
tolerable. Any other ordinary citizen would be in jail for the crimes these functionaries have
committed.

Police are frequently used by the banks in civil matters to harass victimised bank clients.

The CBA board and CEO have been involved in criminal activity. Where are the police?

If the law is not applied in these two cases why should any of us obey the law? Why should any of us
pay taxes? Why should any of us be subject to phony bank contracts? It really seems that we are
only are permitted a limited form of “freedom” whereby we have to rent our ability to exist on the
planet. Every step of our way through life we have the elite draining our life force via a corrupted
political, legal and financial system.

Australia is a wealthy country. All our public and private needs could be very well met with a fraction
of the work and taxes required now. That indicates how much the elite rip out of our country every
year thanks to their obedient and devoted functionaries.

We live in a commonwealth ..... the  Commonwealth of Australia. A democratic nation where the
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people live under the rule of law ..... the Common Law. Not the rule of Royalty, bankers, politicians
and lawyers. We can reclaim our freedom but powerful interest groups want to pretend otherwise
and hope that we don't notice the con job. The elite are terrified of a nation that is truly free where
people cherish and respect rights that make their enslavement to a criminal globalist agenda
impossible. We can be that nation .... we are that nation. We are Australians and we will rise to the
challenge.

It is now time to unite, take a stand and bring justice and prosperity back to the people.

The price of freedom is eternal vigilance.

The Emperors that serve the elite are naked, exposed and in their final days. If we can’t laugh them
out of office they will eventually be dragged out. Have you had enough of this charade? We have ....
and we'd like to see the mainstream media wise up. Do not pay any respect to guys like Narev. It's a
disgrace that journalists seem to take these characters seriously. It's like having Bonnie and Clyde
explaining to us in prime time how we can lead better more fulfilling lives. Banking is organised
theft. Political, legal and financial structures currently in place are hiding the truth ... our freedoms
and rights have been stolen using an incredibly sophisticated illusion or confidence trick.

________________

See link below to see what rights & responsibilities a free people have and more about banking and
political skullduggery. Join in with Bank Reform Now when you are ready to pull your weight in
the battle ahead.

Websites For More Information: Smart Laundromat: The inside story of CBA money-laundering
scandal - Nathan Lynch
https://www.michaelwest.com.au/do-not-stuff-up-this-institution-narev-told-the-inside-story-of-
australias-biggest-money-laundering-scandal/

Related Links: Aussie Parliament A Shambles
Australia's Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
Section 44 - Protector of the Nation
Donate To Bank Reform Now
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